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COHERENT INSTABILITIES IN HIGH CURRENT
LINEAR INDUCTION ACCELERATORSt
V. KELVIN NEIL AND RICHARD K. COOPER
La~1'rence Radiation Laboratory, University oj' California, Livermore, California, USA
Unstable coherent motion of the beam in a high current (1~ 1000 A) linear induction accelerator has been ob-
served. The instability has been attributed to resonances with various structures in the ~ea~'s path. The eff~ct.of
resonances with the accelerating units on both transverse and longitudinal coherent o.sclllatl~nsof the beam IS In-
vestigated theoretically. The theory of Panofsky. and B~nder is ~xtended and generalIzed. to I.nclude both types.of
motion. The stabilizing mechanism of a spread In partIcle velocIty and/or transverse oscIllatIon fre~u~ncy are In-
cluded in the treatment of the transverse motion. Stability criteria are derived that place lower limIts on these
spreads. These criteria depend upon the quality factor, Q, of the structures, and it is shown that both a spread and
a finite Q are necessary for stability.
1. INTRODUCTION
The so-called non-regenerative beam instability
has been observed on the SLAC two-mile electron
accelerator, and considerable experimental and
theoretical work has been done toward understand-
ing and alleviating the instability in that machine. (1-3)
The instability is manifested by a transverse
oscillation of the beam that results from the inter-
action of the beam with a non-axially symmetric
mode of the accelerating structure. The basic
theory of the instability is set forth in the analytical
work of Panofsky and Bander, (4) which treats
particles with extreme relativistic energy.
Our interest has been stimulated by the behavior
of the beam in the Astron injector. (5) This injector
accelerates electrons from an injection energy of
500 keV to a final energy of 4 MeV. The beam is
of 0.3 j.Lsec duration and carries a current of several
hundred amperes. One purpose of our investiga-
tion is to extend the theory of Ref. (4) to the non-
relativistic and intermediate energy ranges. In
addition, we treat another instability that consists of
longitudinal bunching of an axially uniform beam.
This longitudinal bunching results from the inter-
action of the beam with an azimuthally-symmetric
mode of the accelerator structure. Our analytical
methods are quite different from those employed in
Ref. (4), but our results agree in the proper limit.
In addition, we investigate possible stabilizing
mechanisms that are present in the Astron injector.
These are a spread in axial velocity of the beam
particles, and a spread in transverse oscillation
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frequency (i.e., betatron frequency) that arises from
non-linearities in the focusing magnets. Neither of
these stabilizing mechanisms is present in SLAC.
The stability criteria are derived through the use of
the Vlasov equation, and unfortunately are rigorous
only for a beam that is not being accelerated. The
criteria place a lower limit on the spread in velocity
and betatron frequency necessary to stabilize the
beam against transverse oscillations. Numerical
examples illustrate that these criteria are quite
stringent for the operating parameters of the Astron
injector. Indeed, stabilization by velocity spread
cannot be envisioned. We make no attempt to
calculate the effect of spreads that are insufficient
for stability, although any spread in either velocity
or betatron frequency is certain to reduce the
growth rate.
Our mathematical model of the accelerator is a
semi-infinite series of cylindrical cavities of radius b
as shown in Fig. 1. All cavities are identical. (The
effect of slight geometric variations from one cavity
to the next is another stabilizing mechanism. It is
not treated in this work.) Excitation of a particu-
I
b
FIG. 1. Configuration of the idealized accelerator
structure, showing beam displaced in transverse
direction.
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(6)
Jar mode of each cavity by the beam, and the forces
exerted on the beam by the electromagnetic fields
of the mode, are the sources of the two instabilities.
The term 'non-regenerative' means that there is no
propagation of electromagnetic fieJds from one
cavity to the next. Information is carried only by
perturbations on the beam.
with the time dependent coefficient q obeying the
equation
d2q Wl dq 2 1J. A dV
--+--+w/q = - J. l •dt 2 Q dt . c
The quantity Q in Eq. (6) is the usual quality factor.
The integral extends over the volume of one cavity.
The current density j is given by
so that
y(z) = [1 - (vjC)2]-l/2.
2. TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY
Nr = 8c2fLb2J5(pb), (4)
where L is the length of a single cavity.
The equation obeyed by A l is V2A l + (wdC)2A l =0,
with Wl the eigenfrequency of the mode.
Provided that only one mode is appreciably
excited, the vector potential A(r, t) in the cavity
can be expressed as
(16)
(15)
(14 )q(t) = JOO+i< . ij(w) r iwt dw,
- 00 ,IE
g(z, t) = JX) +i< . ~(z, w) r iwt dw.
- 00 ,iE
Equation (11) now yields
q = (INlLp~/2c) [wr - w2 - i(wwd Q)]-l.
With the use of Eqs. (8) and (9), Eqs. (I) and (6)
become
(~+v~.)[ (ag+vag)] = evNlpq, (10)at OZ y at oz 2mc
d2q Wl dq 2 INl
---+--+wzq = --Lpg. (II)dt 2 Q dt 2c
The form of Eq. (10) assures a zero solution for
t < J: dzjv. We solve Eq. (II) with the initial con-
ditions q = 0 and dqjdt = 0 at t = JZ dzjv. At this
o _
point we introduce the Fourier transforms ij and ~
by the definitions
{jew) = ~J:f)q(t)eiwtdt, (12)
27T 0
~(z, w) = ;1T J~g(z, t) eiwt dt. (13)
The inversion integrals are
j = zIS [r - ~(z, t)] S(f))fr, (7)
with I the total beam current. From Eqs. (2) and
(1) we obtain (to the first order in g)
! Ji .AdV = Il!l!:I!.~. (8)
c 2c
In the derivation of Eq. (8), it is assumed that the
variation of ~ over the length of one cavity is
negligible.
The transverse force Fx arises from the magnetic
field By = - aA zfax. For this first order calculation
we evaluate By on the axis, and from Eqs. (2) and
(5) we obtain
v evFx = -e-By = -2- Nzpq . (9)c c
(1)
(3)
(5)A(r, t) = q(t)Alr)~
We calculate the response of the system to a pulse
disturbance at z = 0 at t = O. The disturbance may
be a displacement or a change in direction of an
infinitesimal portion of the beam. Subsequently
the displacement of the beam is t(z, t) in a trans-
verse (x) direction, where g satisfies the equation
(~+v~)[ (O~+vot)] = Fx(z, t)at az y at az m'
The particular mode of a pill box cavity that gives
rise to the transverse instability is the TMllo mode.
The field configuration does not vary with axial
distance z over the length of one cavity. The beam
excites the mode if it passes through the cavity off
axis, and the magnetic field on axis exerts a trans-
verse force on the beam. In the equilibrium state,
the beam is axially uniform with all particles having
the same axial velocity v(z) at any point z and
energy y(z)mc2, with m the rest mass, c the speed of
light and
in which F x is the force arising from the magnetic
field (By) at position z.
The cavity mode of interest can be characterized
by the vector potential Al(r), which (neglecting the
hole) is given by
Al(r) = NlJl(pr) cos f) Z, (2)
where J l is the first order Bessel function, pb = 3.83
(the first zero of J1), and the angle () is measured
from the x-axis. The normalization chosen is
rAr dV = 47TC2,
J
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\vhere \ve introduce the variable u defined by
We neglect the dependence of (1'2 - I)1/8 in Eq. (20)
and obtain
g = (~!=:t8{f(w) cos Ku +(Y7 -1)1/4
.[hew) -~ f(w)]~i:-KU}, (22)
We can write
and obtain
. x , (Ku )28+1
sIn Ku = I (- 1)'<; (-2-1)' ' (26)
8==0 s + .
We introduce the following notation:
T = {- J: dz/v, Q l = wz[l _(I/2Q)2]1/2,
Q = w + i(wz/2Q), A2 = (Q2 - Qi)K2. (25)
The singularities of the integrand in Eq. (24) occur
at Q = ± Qz. These are essential singularities lying
below the real axis in the Q plane. We employ the
expansion
1 1 (a )S-l 1(Q2 - Q¥y = (s--=T)! oQT (Q2 - Dl)· (28)
The s = 0 term in the sum will nlake no contribution
to the integral, so we replace s - I by p and write
Eq. (24) in the form
(yr - 1)3/8 ~ (- I)P(AU)2p -l-2
g(z, () = - uh (y2 _ 1)1/8 p~o P !(2p-~t-3) ,-
( a )PJOO e-
iWT dw (29)
. aQj _00 (Q2 - Qi> . \





~(z,w) =g(z,w)exp [iW f: dz/V]
so that Eq. (10) becomes
d [V dg], 2dz cY eli T K g = 0,
\vith
K2 = ~:;[bJ;plJ)J(wLwT+iw;lr1. (19)
Equation (18) can be solved exactly in the extrenle
relativistic limit, in the non-relativistic limit, and in
the limit of zero acceleration. For our purposes it
will suffice to consider the WKB solution to Equa-
tion (18) which is
(y2_1)1/8 g =exp [ ±iK f:(y2-1)-1/4dzl (20)
The desired form of the solution depends upon the
initial conditions. We introduce the functions
f(w) and h( w) by the definitions
few) = ~(O, w) = g(O, w), (2Ia)
a~ iw dghew) = -a- (O,w) = -g(O,w)+d- (O,w). (2Ib)
Z Vi Z
u = f: (yL 1)-1/4dz. (23)
For an impulse displacement of the beam f(w) is a
constant and hew) is zero. We shall use the opposite
extreme in the following, and let few) be zero and
hew) be constant. Since cosKu = d(sinKu/K)/du,
we need perform the Fourier inversion of the
sin Ku term only. In general, the functions are
arbitrary, thus allowing for any desired initial con-
ditions. From Eqs. (15), (17), and (22) we obtain
- (yi - 1)3/8 fOO+i€ . (Z~(z, t) = 2 _ 1)1/8 h . exp [ -lw(t - dz/v)](y -OO+l€ ., 0
sin Ku d
.-K w. (24)
The derivatives in Eq. (29) may be expressed in
terms of Bessel functions of order p + t, but we
won't do this. If we consider time T such that
Q l T > 1 (which is satisfied for T longer than a few
periods of cavity oscillation), we can use the
approximation
(O~TrSi_n:IT ~ ~1(2~fr(d:rsinw, (31)
with l1,' == Q l T. This approximation retains only the
term proportional to T each time a derivative is
taken. We note that
( d)P . {'( - 1)(P-1)/2 cos lV, p odd,- SlnlV = .dw ( - l)p/2 SIn w, p even,
and insert Eqs. (30) and (31) into Eq. (29) to obtain
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FIG. 2. Plot of [L; +L5F/2 vs. W 1/ 3, where Le and
Lo are respectively the even and odd sums in
Eq. (32), and W is defined by Eq. (34).
and closely resemble the results in Ref. (4). The
curve is valid for all values of W, but the condition
Q l 7 > 1 must be satisfied. The amplitude grows
approximately(6) as exp [1.15(W1/3 - 5)]. Regardless
of the energy or acceleration, at any point z the
instability grows as 7 1/3• Since;\2 is proportional to
the beam current I, the growth at any position is
determined by the cube root of the total charge that
has passed that point.
The growth along the beam depends upon the
injection energy and the acceleration rate. For
non-relativistic energies we have from Eq. (23) with
y2 - 1 = v2f2e 2,
u = 21/ 4C1/ 2f: dzfv1/ 2,
and for constant accelerationiJ such that
v = J v~ + 2&-~ ,
u = 25/4e1/2(v3/2 - vr/2)j3iJ.
Thus when 2iJz > VI, W1/3 varies as Zl/2/iJ1/t3. For a
coasting beam y is constant and W1/3 varies as
Z2/3j(y2 -1)1/6. In the extreme relativistic range
u = (y1/2 - y;/2)jy', and when y'Z >Yi, W1/3 varies as
(zjy')1/3.
It is not clear that the accelerating units in the
Astron injector play the role of simple cavities as
characterized in this theory. We shall, ho\vever,
use the dimensions of these structures for a numeri-
cal example. We take the parameters given in
Table I. The value for 7 is the total time for the
Cavity radius b = 30 cm
Radial wave number p = 0.127 cm-1
Beam pulse duration T = 2 X 10-7 sec
Initial value of Y Yi = 2
Final value of Y Yj = 11
Eigenfrequency Qz ~ wz = cp
= 3.81 X 109 sec-1
Beam current I = 850 A
Cavity quality factor Q = 50
TABLE I
Parameters of the Astron injector
beam pulse to pass, and the value of Q is somewhat
arbitrary. The accelerator is built of 23 sections
each 0.51 m long. There are straight pipes and
various gadgets between the sections. F or this
example we assume the accelerator consists of
nothing but accelerating units, and has a total
length of 11.7 m. This gives y' = (1/130) em-I. At
the end of the machine after a time 7 we find
W = 6.75 x 104, or W1/3 ~ 40. Takingintoaccount
the damping factor exp ( - Wl Tj2Q) in Eq. (32), but
ignoring the factor u3 , we find that the amplitude of
the transverse oscillation has undergone thirty-
three e-folds at the end of the machine after a time
7 = 2 X 10-7 sec. Another calculation shows five









The sums are functions of a single variable,
namely W, defined to be
W = [~TQr. (33)
With the use of Eqs. (19) and (25) we have
W - Ie [ pu J2 7
- me bJo(pb) Ql· (34)
Because of the double factorial, these sums are






(44)if = P eiwz/ v (sin Kz)jK.
ij = - iwiJ(ANzLie) [W[ - w2- i(wwz/ Q)]-I. (41)
( 0 .w)2 - K2- 0oz -1 V 1] + 1] = ,
with K2 defined by
K 2 _ 4w
2
eA (2 ~ .wwz)-l (43)
- ygm[vbJ
I
(ab)]2 w - W z + 1 Q .
In this section the symbol Wz is used for the eigen-
frequency of the mode with vector potential given
by Eq. (35) and is simply Wz = Ca. The symbol Q
also refers to the quality factor of that mode, and
the symbol Q z is the frequency analogous to that
given in Eq. (25). An impulse perturbation in
charge density corresponds to a oYJjdz at z = 0 that
is a delta function in time. (of/(O, w)/oz = P, a
constant.) With this initial condition the solution
to Eq. (42) is
is one where the beam is uniform in z and on axis
until time t = 0, at which time an impulse variation
in charge density occurs at z = 0, and proceed as in
Section 2.
We insert Eq. (38) into Eq. (6) and Eq. (40) into
Eq. (39), and take the Fourier time transform to
obtain
WIT _ 2 a[Jo(pb)]2
W - ~p JI(ab) . (46)
The ratio of alp is 2.41/3.83 = 0.645, and the ratio
[Jo(pb)jJI (ab)]2 is 0.618. Thus W,,! W = 0.78/y'fJ.
From this ratio one might conclude that the longi-
tudinal instability is of less concern than the trans-
verse. Certainly the Yo 2 is significant. But we
The fact that K2 has an w 2 in the numerator makes
the Fourier inversion a bit more tedious than that in
Section 2. However, if we adopt the same approxi-
mation that Q zT > 1, we may set w 2 = Q] in the
numerator of K2. The mathematical details are
then just the same as those in Section 2, and the
results are identical, but with the quantity W for
this mode (which we designate Wl1 ) given by
W = 2eAz2QzT (45)
" y5 m[vbJ1(ab)]2·
It is significant to compare WIT to W given by
Eq. (34). In the latter we set u = zjy~/2 appropriate
for a coasting beam. For relativistic particles we
may set v = c and I = cA. Using the appropriate
values for the two Qz's, we find (hereinafter we use
Wz ~Qz)
Nf = 4e2ILb2Jrtab). (36)
We consider an element of the beam to be displaced
a distance YJ in the z direction, where YJ is uniform
over the beam cross-section. This displacement
gives rise to a first order charge density PI and
current density Jlz given by
PI = - Po oYJloz, (37a)
11Z = Po oYjlot. (37b)
Assuming the beam radius is such that Jo(ar) ~ 1
over the beam cross-section, we have
3. LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITY
The TMo1o mode is a characteristic mode of the
cavities in the chain illustrated in Fig. 1. Such
an azimuthally symmetric mode will be excited by
density fluctuations in the beam. The modulated
beam density drives the mode by delivering energy
to the axial electric field, which then reacts back
on the beam in such a way as to increase the density
modulation. The equation of motion is quite com-
plicated if the beam is being accelerated, so we shall
consider here only a coasting beam with Y == Yo.
Again neglecting the beam hole, the mode in
question can be characterized by the vector poten-
tial Az(r) given by
Az(r) = NzJo(ar)z, (35)
with Jo(ab) = O. With the normalization ofEq. (3),
we have
I J·.A dV = ~ N L oYj (38)
e J z c z ot'
where A is the charge per unit length in the beam.
The total velocity v(, of a particle is Vt = v + dYj/dt.
If the particle energy does not vary with z, the
first order equation of motion is sirrlply
~(YVt) '" Y3(~ + v :zr~ = e~z,
with E z given by
E = _ I dq A = __ N z dq
z c dt Zz c dt·
In Eq. (40) we have again used the approximation
Jo(ar) = 1. There is a complication with regard to
initial conditions in this calculation that was not
present in the previous section. The complication
comes about because the front of the beam will
excite this azimuthally symmetric mode. The
calculation of the subsequent behavior of the system
is therefore not a linear problem. We will circum-
vent this state of affairs by pretending that there
isn't any head to the beam. The equilibrium state
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have assumed that the structure will support either
mode equally well. In any practical structure this
may not be so.
consistently from the first order distribution func-
tion If;1 and Eq. (6). The current density jz is given
by
4. DAMPING MECHANISMS FOR
TRANSVERSE MOTION
With the use of the Vlasov equation, we now
determine stability criteria. These criteria will
plaee lower limits on the spread in axial velocity
andjor transverse oscillation frequency necessary to
completely quench the instability treated in Section
2. We treat only a coasting beam.
It is convenient to introduce the four-velocity
UJL = (yvje, iy), (47)
jz = eef ~ uzdu.
With the approximation A lz = N l Pxj2 for the
transverse mode we have
~ f j · AzdV = ~ Nzp f xdxdydz f~ uzdu. (52)
We now assume that U x and U y are very much less
than U z for all particles in the beam and we may
write y2 ~ 1 + u~, and we consider kL ~ 1. Thus




in which the quantity Y is defined by
y == f~l xUzduzduxdx.
We have froffi_Eqs. (6) and (53)
eNlpLY
q = 2(Q't - Q2) ,
with Q and Q l defined by Eq. (25). From Eqs.. (4)
and (55) we obtain
B __ 2e Ye 2fpjbJo(pb)]2
lY- (Q't- Q2) .
The quantity cP will in general be a function of Uz,
but we shall neglect this dependence and concen-
trate on the dependence of cP on the amplitude, Q, of
transverse oscillations. The dependence on a arises
from the non-linearities in. the focusing magnets.
We shall, in fact, consider cP a constant everywhere
except in a certain resonant denominator. With
these approximations and assumptions, the ampli-
tude, a, is a constant of the motion, namely
l'he term containing E lZ in Eq. (51) is present, but
merely complicates the algebra without altering the
results significantly. We shall neglect it in this
treatment of the transverse instability.
Our model for the transverse (x) motion in the
unperturbed state will be the following: The
externally applied focusing gives rise to motion in
the x direction of the form
x = a sin (cPt + ~o),
Ux = ya cP cos (cPt + ~o). (57)c
If;(x, Z, ux , UZ , t) = If;o(:x, ux , uz) + If;l(X, ux , uz)ei(kz-wt)
(50)
and solve Eq. (48) to first order in If;l. We will
obtain a dispersion relation of the form D(w, k) = o.
lfit is found,that for all real k, - CD'< k < 00, there
are no roots in the upper half w plane, then the
system will not grow in space or time. Throughout
this section the factor exp [i(kz - wt)] is understood
to be appended to all first order quantities.
The linearized form of Eq. (48) is, if lJl oc S(uy ),
.(YW k ) ./, alf;l e alf;l
-l - - U z 'fl +ux-a --2 uzBoy -ac . x me Ux






The quantity Boy is the externally applied magnetic
focusing field, ,and is assumed to exist along the
entire length of the beam. This is not true in any
linear accelerator, but the model for transverse
motion employed below will give some idea of the
amount of focusing needed to provide stability.
The quantities E lZ and B 1y must be found self-
where y may be expressed in terms of U as
y2 = 1 + u2• Let lJI(x, y, z, ux , U y , U Z , t) be the distri-
bution function for particles in the beam. The
relativistic Vlasov equat~on then takes the form
t ~a~+ n· VIJ' +e(yE +~ x B). VulJ' = O. (48)
e t me
As we are considering only forces in the x and Z
directions, one may integrate Eq. (48) over y and Uy
and define
4;(x,z,ux,uz,t) = flJlduydy. (49)





We note al~o that c/J f(dH/da)a 2da = - 2. Further-
more, we set f1- ~ 0 and replace u; by u~ in the
numerator of the integrand in Eq. (64). The
presence of y in the integrand creates branch points
in the complex liz plane, but we circumvent that
difficulty by introducing the quantity U = U z - Uo
and expanding y to first order in U. Defining
y~ == I + lI~, we c btain
Since w is assumed to have a positive imaginary
part, the integrand has a double pole in the upper
half U plane in addition to the simple poles at
U = ± iE. The integral is easily· performed by
contour integration, and the resulting dispersion
relation is
(kc€/y~) - (wz/2Q) = J3(kvo- Q l ).
Stability of a perturbation of this wavelength (and
thus of all others) is attained if the following con-
dition is satisfied:
1 = K2uo {(Yo w/c) - kuo- h-[(uow/yo c) - k] }-2. (67)
After some rearrangement, this expression takes the
form (to first order in E)
1 = (A2vOc/YO)(Q2 - Q1)-1 [w - kvo+ i(kcEjyg)]-2, (68)
in· which vo == cuo/yo, and A2 is defined by Eq. (25).
The detailed analysis of this 4th order equation is
pretty tedious, and only the results will be given.
In the limit E ~ 0 and Q~ 00 there are two real
values of w for all real values of k. The other two
roots form a complex conjugate pair if kvo~ Qz.
With finite Qand € the value of k which requires the
most stringent conditions on Q and E' is found from
the relation
~ (kCE)2 > 33/ 2 ,\2VO c (69)
Q yB yoQl'
in which we shall use k = Qzlvo. The physical
significance of CE/yg is that it represents the spread
in axial velocity Ltv arising from a spread
LJp = cE/m in axial momentum. Only the spread in
velocity is instrumental in suppressing the in-
stability. Condition (69) may be re-written as
~ (Lt V)2 > 33/ 2 ,\2VO C• (70)Q vo Yo~
We note also that both a velocity spread and a
finite Q are necessary. Neither alone is sufficient.
For the parameters of ·the Astron injector as
. (yw/c) - ku z ~.(yo w/c) - kuo+ U[(uow/yo c) - k]. (66)
1= -e¢ f~ouzadadllzd~.
With the use of Eqs. (58) and (59) we have




with f1- == y¢/c. Using Eqs. (56), (57) and (61) to-
gether with the relation ydux/cdt = -- eu z BOy/mc2,
we may write Eq. (51) in the form
_ i (~ w - ku ) .1. + lJ. ~~1 = _ 2e2 }~,!~(p/b!J)r
c z YJl r oc/J mf1-(Q1- Q2)
dB
·cos c/J G da ·
a2 = x 2 + (CU;r./Y¢ )2. (58)
We choose ~o to be of the form
~o(x, ux , uz) = G(uz)H(a), (59)
with normalization such that
I = ec J~ uzduzdu",dx.
Transforming to the variable a and ~ == ~t + ~o this
expression becomes
The expression for ~1 that satisfies Eq. (62) has
one term ~IC' proportional to cos ~ and another
term, ~ Is' proportional to sin c/J. Only the latter
contributes to the integral in Eq. (54). This term
is given by
tfr - 2e2Yu z[p/bJo]2 sin c/> G(dH/da) (63)
Is - m(Q¥ - Q2) {[(yw/c) - kU
z
]2 - f1-2} ·
We complete the self-consistent treatment by
inserting this expression into Eq. (54), transforming
to the variables a and ~, and performing the inte-
gration over c/J. The resulting dispersion relation is
1 = TTeK24> J G(dH/da)u~a2duzda (64)
I {[(yw/c) - kU z]2 - f1-2} ,
with K2 defined by Eq. (19).
First we consider the effect of momentum spread
in the absence of focusing, and choose
4>H(a) = 4S(a2),
G(u) = - (/€/27T2 euo) (65)
z (u z - UO)2 + E2 •
These expressions are consistent with the normali-
zation condition, Eq. (60), since
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(80)
(79)
given by Table I, we have A2VO c;'yoQt = 4.25 x
10-2vo/cyo. Applying the condition (70) at injection
(Yo = 2, Vo = J3c12) we find the condition to be
(.1vlvo)2> 1.2 X 10-2Q.
Even for a Q as low as 50, this criterion requires
that .1 v ~ Vo. What we have done is examine the
stabilizing influence of a small velocity spread
(indeed, our entire treatment is limited to .1 vIVo~ 1)
and found that influence negligible for the para-
meters of the Astron injector. The condition (70)
is a valid one only if it results in a spread of no
more than a few percent.
We now turn to the stabilizing effect of a spread
in the transverse oscillation frequency ¢. For
purposes of this investigation, we neglect the spread
in uz and choose G(u z) = - 18(uz - uo)/27Teuo. After
some rearrangement, Eq. (64) takes the form
1= -K2VoC ¢f (dH/da)a2 d? (71)
2yo [(w - kvo)2 - ¢2]
It is convenient to introduce' == a2 and choose, as
an illustration, a function H given by
Eqs. (14) and (15), '1 approaches the real axis from
above, so that we may write
~fsm 'd'_ = 1+'Iln('m-1)+i7Th. (78)
'm 0' -'1 'm '1 'm
With Eqs. (77) and (78) inserted into Eq. (76), the
imaginary part of that equation yields
s'm ¢oYoW[ '1
7TA2Vo CQ 'm .
Equation (79) is in fact the stability criterion. It
remains only to find the exact ratio '11 'm from the
real part of Eq. (76). It is not necessarily true that
kvo= Wz + ¢o gives the most stringent condition,
but it should be quite a good approximation. We
therefore have w - Wz = S'I' We introduce the
quantity C by the definition
C = 2(7TQA)2vo c/Yowr¢o,
and write the real part of Eq. (76) in the form
(81)
'1 = (w - kvo+ ¢o)/s. (75)
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near 1.3. For C = 8, 'ml'I = 2. For values of
C ~ 8, the approximation 'ml'I = Cl/3 should give
results well within the accuracy of the theory, which
is limited by the choice of the distribution function.
As a numerical example, we apply the criterion
C
FIG. 3. Plot of the value of {m/{l that satisfies
Eq. (81) vs. the constant C.
in which we have also used Eq. (79). The coefficient
C on the left is known in terms of the parameters of
the accelerator. We simply put in the appropriate
value and solve Eq. (81) for the value of 'I/'m to
put into Eq. (79). A plot of 'ml'I vS. C is shown in
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AVoC 'm 0 (, - '1)
We use one further approximation, namely
.Q2 - Ql ~ 2wz[w - Wz + i(wd2Q)], (77)
and seek the condition on s'm such that wand (thus
~I) lies on the real axis. In accordance with
¢H(~) = 4('m - ~)/~~t ~ < ~m,
= 0 ,> 'me
We take the dependence of ¢ on , to be
¢ = ¢o-s'.
Depending upon the configuration of the focusing
magnets, s may be positive or negative, but we
consider here only s> O. Qualitatively the results
do not depend on the sign of s, nor on the exact
form of H.
The unstable root lies near w = kvo - ¢, and in
the absence of damping, the value of k that leads
to the largest 1m w is found from kvo - ¢ = Qz. We
make the approximation




to the Astron injector at full energy where Vo ~ c
and Yo = 10. Itisnotclearwhatequivalentbetatron
frequency ¢o is provided by the system of focusing
magnets in the accelerator, but we will seek the
spread s~m necessary if the condition ¢o = wzj2
were to hold. This corresponds to an equivalent
betatron wavelength (t\13 = 27TC/¢0) of 100 em. For
the parameters listed in Table I, we find C = 425,
so that the approximation ~m/~l = C1/3 is quite
valid. Inserting this expression into Eq. (79) yields
the criterion
S~m = (7T Q)1/3( U:1 t\2 VO ~)2/3 . (82)
Wl 2 ¢o YOWl
Numerically we have S~mlWl = 0.182, thus the
spread (s~m) in ¢ must be 0.36 ¢o. Qualitatively
the condition (82) is correct. However, we should
not take the form of Eq. (82) too literally, as it is
dependent on the exact form of the distribution
function.
Let us consider as a second example the distri-
bution function
This distribution function leads to two relations
analogous to Eqs. (79) and (81). These relations
are
2s~o¢oYow~ = h e-(l;,/l;o) (84)
7Tt\2 VO cQ ~o '
C = 2(~o/~1)3e2~d'o[1 - (~l/~o)e-'t/'o Ei(~l/~o)]. (85)
In Eq. (85) the function Ei is the exponential integral
defined by
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C
FIG. 4. Plot of the value of (~O/'l) exp (~l/~O) that
satisfies Eq. (85) vs. the constant C.
in which the bar across the integral sign signifies the
principal part. A graph of the solution to Eq.
(85) as a function of C is given in Fig. 4. It is
apparent that for all values of C the stability criteria
derived from the two distribution functions are
qualitatively the same.
Let us examine the dispersion relation in the
absence of damping by setting s = 0 in Eq. (71).
With the approximations of Eqs. (74) and (77), and
recalling that ¢ f H'a2 da = - 2, we obtain
( iWl) . t\2
VOCW-Wl+ 2Q (w-kvo+¢)+ . = O. (86)4YOWl¢0
The maximum value of 1m w occurs when
kvo - ¢ = Wl' and is given by
-.!:!l [ iQ2t\2voC]1/2_.!:!l
1m w - 4Q 1 + 3 • 4Q .Yow l¢
The second term under the square root isjust 2Cj7T2,
and if that term is very much less than unity, the
growth rate is simply
Qt\2VO CImw ~ --.~-
2wi¢yo·
In this limit the above treatment yields ~ 11~m = 0.77
and Eq. (79) requires that the spread in ¢ must be
of the order of 1m w. Physically this means that a
typical particle in the beam must get out of phase
with the wave in one growth time. In the limit
C ~ 1, the growth rate becomes independent of Q,
but the stability criterion does not. A finite Q, as
well as a spread in ¢, is necessary for stability.
Although the structures considered above are
highly idealized, the results indicate that it is quite
difficult to stabilize a beam with current of the order
of 1000 A in the presence of resonant structures.
Although we have used the parameters of the Astron
injector in numerical examples throughout this
work, it must be pointed out that the results of our
theory are somewhat too pessimistic to agree with
the observed phenomena in that accelerator. With
careful 'tuning' of the focusing magnets, the
Astron injector will accelerate a beam carrying a
current of the order of 800 A, even though trans-
verse oscillations of the beam are observed some-
where along the machine under all conditions.
It is possible that a spread in betatron frequency,
of the order of the value required for stability, is
present in the beam. Strictly speaking, we have
considered only the spread resulting from non-
linearities in the focusing magnets, and it is doubt-
ful that this alone would be sufficient. There is
another source of spread in an intense beam, namely
120 v. K. NEIL AND R. K. COOPER
the effect of the coherent electromagnetic self-fields
of the beam. The inclusion of the stabilizing effect
of this spread is consistent with our theory. Just
how much spread arises depends upon the radial
density of particles in the beam (a radially uniform
density gives no spread), and the degree of cancel-
lation between electric and magnetic radial forces,
neither of which are known.
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